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Let us help you with those back to school
expenses!

This month we will draw 2 lucky winners at
random for a $50 gift card of their choosing
(Meijer, Walmart, or Target).

Be sure to check next month's publication
to see the winners.

Congratulations to July Winner
Jannet Seawright!
We hope you and your guests

enjoy the Tigers’ game!!

OUCARES Autism
Spectrum Bowling
League
September 28, 2019 through November 23,
2019
Saturdays from 10a-noon
5-Star Lanes
2666 Metro Pkwy, Sterling Heights, MI

OUCARES (Oakland University Center for Autism
Research, Education and Support) bowling
league for individuals ages 15+ on the autism
spectrum. This opportunity will allow ASD students (over 16) and adults to enhance physical
activity in a social, community setting. No bowling experience is necessary to participate. The
cost of the bowling league is $60.

$100 REFERRAL BONUS!
As a valued Caregiver, you know who of
your friends, family and acquaintances
have the right skills to do this job. As we try
to grow our staff, we want to reward you for

Employee Milestone
Anniversaries
We would like to recognize and
congratulate the employees
below for reaching a milestone
anniversary in June.

5 Years
AHMAD ABBAS
NANCY DADO
KENDRA HAPPY
JOHN SHAW
BIANCA WRIGHT
15 years
CANDYCE ROSS
Thank you for demonstrating a
continued commitment to
ExpertCare and the clients we
service. You make a difference!

your help, as we look for someone like you!
Refer someone to ExpertCare and once they are hired and
work 80 hours you get a $100 bonus!

Programs and websites mentioned within this newsletter are for the sole purpose of providing
information of interest. ExpertCare Management Services does not endorse these websites,
the content, and/or programs mentioned. ExpertCare takes no responsibility for loss or damage suffered as a result of using the information contained in these websites or participation
in the aforementioned programs and events.

GUIDELINES FOR RISKY/UNSAFE EATING BEHAVIORS

Eating at a dangerously fast pace, putting multiple pieces or unsafe amounts of food in the mouth at a time, consuming all of a beverage at once without a break, “stuffing” food into the mouth, taking food from others or from
the refrigerator/cabinets when not allowed to, and eating inedible objects (pica) are all behaviors that need to be
addressed and monitored by Caregivers. Individuals who exhibit this unsafe or risky eating behavior do not require
an evaluation by a skilled speech pathologist. If, however, an individual does not chew or are pocketing food in
the cheeks, the individual should be referred for an evaluation, as a texture modification may be necessary for
safety.
WHAT TO DO: EATING TOO FAST/STUFFING MOUTH
Sit with the individual while he/she eats and engages in conversation (even if it is one-sided).
Gently put your hand on his/her arm to remind him/her to chew the food before taking another bite. Offer that he/
she take a drink.
For example: Offer the cup to prompt a drink or provide gentle verbal cues to slow down. If these are not working,
the caregiver may put a hand over the dish to signal a break or gently touch the hand/arm to stop the individua
from feeding oneself at a dangerously fast pace. This can also be used as a strategy if/when the individual tries to
take food from others. Moving the dish out of reach is another option.
Another option is for the caregiver to ration out only a few bites at a time in front of the person. This could be 2-3
pieces of finger food or 2-3 spoonfuls of food that require a utensil. Wait for the person to chew and swallow that
before offering more. The caregiver may have the entire meal in this/her possession.
Offer a snack upon return from work, school or a day program (many of our individuals eat lunch at 11 and then
do not get dinner until 6 for instance)
You can prompt individuals to slow down subtly by handing the person a napkin so he/she can wipe his/her mouth
or handing a glass to take a drink. This helps introduce small breaks into the meal.
You can verbally prompt individuals to slow down, put the utensil down and/or take a small drink in between bites.
However, one must be very careful to use a soft and friendly tone of voice and to keep verbal prompts to a minimum since an individual can easily become very demanding.
Another good strategy is to try using a small spoon or small cocktail fork that limits the amount that can be loaded
onto the utensil and therefore reduces the amount that goes into the individual’s mouth.
When the individual drinks all of a beverage (for instance a full glass of fluids or even a 20 oz. bottle of pop) at one
time, the risk for aspiration increases. This can be avoided by rationing out small amounts of liquid at a time. We
call this the 2 cup strategy. One cup for the individual to drink from (it will contain a couple sips worth of liquid,
generally about 2 ounces) and one cup for caregivers to pour from. This allows the person to finish each cup without consuming a lot of fluid at once. The more consecutive drinks one takes, the more the risk of aspiration goes
up.
WHAT TO DO: TAKING FOOD FROM OTHERS
Seat the individual away from the vulnerable housemate(s) or sit between them.
Make sure the individual is not taking food because he/she is hungry – assure that snacks are offered in the late
afternoon and evening.
Be aware that there are some medications, which make individuals hungrier.
WHAT TO DO: PICA
Refer to a behavioral specialist/psychologist.
Be watchful for the items the individual tends to eat and remove/pick them up.
Monitor and supervise at all times.
Kerri P. Gonda, MA CCC-SLP
MORC, Inc. Speech-Language Pathologist

GETTING TO KNOW THE EXPERTCARE
OFFICE STAFF
We thought it would be nice to introduce ourselves and tell you a little bit about each of our office staff. Each
month we will feature a new interview with someone from our office.

MEET JULIE COURTNEY

ECare: If you didn’t have to sleep, what would you do with the extra time?
Julie: Everything! I would clean and donate half the items in the house; read every book I could find; I would foster kittens; I would get that daily exercise in because I would have no excuse not to; I would earn another degree
online – the possibilities are endless!
ECare: When you are working towards a goal, what keeps you motivated?
Julie: I try to focus on all the little things in between now and then. As much fun as instant gratification can be,
there is something to be said about climbing that mountain to get to the top rather than just jumping into a helicopter. There is far more satisfaction when you achieve something by putting the work in.
Ecare: What do you wish you knew more about?
Julie: Investing. It seems so overwhelming and daunting and I wish I could see the small parts that make sense of
the whole.
ECare: What are some things that help you have a great day?
Julie: Any day that I have energy and feel productive is usually a great day to me. And coffee. There must be
coffee.
ECare: What do you like most about ExpertCare?
Julie: The interesting thing about working for this company, since we are not a large corporation, is seeing how
the business changes or how we make decisions. In large companies, you often don’t get to see that part. Every
goal, project, or change has been looked at from so many different angles. Each team brings something different
to the table and it makes it work. This trickles down to everything we implement in our documentation or training,
etc. for our caregivers or the people we serve.
ECare: Tell us about a proud moment that happened at ExpertCare.
Julie: Having the opportunity to see an individual that used to receive services thriving. It is not an opportunity that
you often get when you work in the office. It enforces the feeling that we are all here doing what we do for a reason.
ECare: Tell us one thing someone might not know about ExpertCare. (i.e. Boutique, print out T/S right from website,
Special Olympics, Polar Plunge team, etc)
Julie: Did you know that we launched a new website not that long ago!? There are so many resources for caregivers and families. Make sure you scroll down the front page to check out our recent posts. We announce the
Caregiver of the Month, plus local events that may not make it into the newsletter. We also announce different
forums or meetings that may be of interest to the families of the people we service.

LOOK WHO’S TALKING
JULY CAREGIVER OF THE MONTH
SHARON WARE

Sharon has been a hard-working
caregiver with ExpertCare since
2010. ExpertCare’s internal staff

ECare: What have you gained from working at ExpertCare?
Sharon: Gains I made working at Expert Care are being patience and
attentive. It is extremely rewarding to receive the beautiful smiles
from the clients and their guardians each time I arrive at their residence.

have acknowledged her for always being such a pleasure to
work with. One of our payroll billing
specialists has said she exceeds
expectations when sending in her
weekly time sheets and provides
efficient documentation noting

ECare: What are three career lessons you’ve learned thus far?
Sharon: Career lessons learned are utilizing the information presented during the annual trainings that provides clear directions on how
to increase my deliveries and/or skills and what is expected to be
successful in performing your duties; secondly, work collaboratively
promoting that we are a team that includes the client, their guardian,
Expert Care staff and me (the caregiver) and Last, engaging with other caregivers.
ECare: What do you like to do in your spare time?

the goals she and her consumers
are working on.
She’s been providing care for the
same consumer over the past 9
years and always makes sure his
needs are met. Sharon has proven
to always be reliable and dependable.
ExpertCare truly appreciates everything she does and is very proud

Sharon: In my spare time, I love sewing and embroidery for family
and friends and socializing with former coworkers and friends.

to have her represent ExpertCare

ECare: What’s the one thing, you can’t live without?

the lives of others.

Sharon: The one thing I cannot live without is the internet connection.

in the field. Thank you for your hard
work and dedication in changing

Thank you for demonstrating ExpertCare’s core values of:
Helping People Succeed
Passion for Success
Can Do Attitude

